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Project Summary
Executive Summary
A pilot project would give students a
summer learning opportunity they would
enjoy and something we could learn from.
It would be a chance to evaluate costs and
viability and a process to inform the
implementation of a full-scale visual
arts program.

Prompted by the National Center for Arts & Technology (NCAT) and
in keeping with the Manchester Bidwell Educational Model, Arivva
launched a visual arts pilot project named the Summer Arts
Academy. It was a good learning opportunity. This is a summary of
the experience.
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Challenges
Timing. From concept to kick off was quick a quick 10 weeks.
Budget. As a startup organization we had a frugal spending plan.
Location. Lacking a home and equipment of our own, we needed a
ready place students would know.
Staff. On short notice, we needed an instructor and assistant with
middle-of-the-summer availability.
Recruiting. We had little time to get the word out to interested
students.
Evidence. To document our efforts, we wanted a videotape to post
on our website and social media.

The Concept
At first, students expressed frustrations.
“I’m not good at this.” “I can’t do as well as
you can.” But with tenacity and the
guidance of teacher and assistant, they
persevered.

The idea to do a pilot started in mid-May 2018 at a meeting with
Melanie Gibson at NCAT, ncat-mbc.org. We were challenged to
generate and deliver a pilot project sometime in the coming
summer months. Could we do it?
A pilot would provide visual arts opportunities for youths and
tangible evidence to be shared with stakeholders and funders to
underscore and illustrate our mission and ideas. And it would be an
experiment that would inform an eventual program launch.
We had previously given little thought to doing a pilot. We were
immersed in pre-operations activities, mainly fund development.
We had one employee and limited funds. It would be tough but we
knew there would be benefits.
We decided we were up to the challenge.

The Process
Our board chair, superintendent of the local school district, helped
us gain access to use a well-equipped art room at the high school.
The art teacher, Kate Pascal, was interested and available.
Through Pacific Lutheran University, a partner, we found an
assistant, Delaney Hills, who was a recent fine arts graduate. An
energetic and capable high school student, Maddie Malich, would be
our videographer.
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Recruiting
Fourteen students registered to attend the
Academy. We had originally aimed for 30 that
would be in high school in the fall. With fewer
numbers, we opened up the age range to allow
interested middle school students to join in.
Registration was by email and parents would
complete consent forms.

Materials
With Kate and Delaney’s input, we figured we
needed clay and glaze, tools, reed wax, and
sponges. We submitted a donation request to
the Clay Arts Center, clayartcenter.net, which
made a significant contribution. We also used
surplus glazes from the high school. Total
purchase and donation costs were just shy of
$460. The free use of space, potter’s wheels,
slab roller, and kilns at the high school was
priceless.

By early June, we had created a flyer to announce the Summer Arts Academy. It would
take place during mornings of the last full week in July. With the help of principals,
guidance counselors, and friends, word got out. Interested students would have less
than three weeks to register before the end of the school year.

From Ideas to Action
“One of our students was super quiet but
loves hand building. He got right to it,
building an octopus. He said he had no
interest in the wheel. But I got him to agree
to try. I told him he seems like such a
grounded person that he might find it is
naturally easy for him. At first he was not
successful but said he would try again.”
~ Kate, Instructor

On the first day, seven students arrived, ready to go. Within
minutes, about half were warming up on the potter’s wheels,
the others with slab work. Introductions were made and info
shared about ground rules and using and working with clay.
Some of our students had experience on the wheel, most had
worked with clay before, one was a novice.
By the second day, students were arriving early and in no
hurry to leave at the end of class. Through the week they
found a rhythm, moving from potter’s wheel to slab work,
back and forth between projects.
Each student produced numerous appealing creations (like
the delightful clay fish on our cover) and a few flops. Kate and
Delaney shared instructional YouTube clips of clay artists at
work. Radio music played in the background. One day we
enjoyed donuts. Everyone cooperated, things went smoothly,
there were no problems. All seven students finished the week.
The Summer Arts Academy was a success.
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Participants
Students registered:
Student participants:
Grade 8:
Grade 9:
Grade 10:
Gender
Female
Male

14
7
3
1
3
5
2

For the Record
Maddie came to the videotaping task with
limited experience but plenty of enthusiasm
and knowledge that would enable the process.
She joined us for taping on the fourth day and
set up multiple cameras to capture interviews
with staff and willing students. Maddie did a
great job of capturing student voices and the
results speak for themselves.

Students expressed excitement for the Academy. One said, “Being here gives you a
feeling of freedom.” Others said, “Too bad there isn’t more time,” and “I wish this
was longer.”

Pilot Project Costs

See youtu.be/hV2ai7peYgA.
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Lessons Learned
There are lots of moving parts to plan and implement a full visual
arts program. The Summer Arts Academy pilot project was a mini
version of a full program. Overall, these suggestions will facilitate
subsequent planning and contribute to future outcomes.














Student info and consent forms were
borrowed from HopeCAT in Sharon, PA,
hopecat.org
Using the high school art room worked out
well.
For interactions with students, Kate and
Delaney had good people skills for
communicating and mentoring.
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Additional planning time to allow for diversity of thought and
greater attention to detail.
An enhanced process to identify instructor and assistant,
including recruitment announcements, the collection of
resumes, and candidate interviews.
The per hour rates for our instructor and assistant seemed
right. The budget for the videographer, a last minute addition,
did not reflect the value of the work.
The donated, purchased, and in-kind materials were more than
adequate for seven participants. The right balance of supplies
and materials needs close attention.
A better process for recruiting students would increase
awareness. More time to disseminate the announcement
through additional partners to broaden exposure. Social media
may have improved our reach.
Distinct registration parameters are needed. Students that
signed up for themselves or were registered by their parents
tended to be the ones who participated. Students who were
registered as a courtesy by someone else (principal, teacher,
guidance counselor) did not show up.
The number of student participants is a key consideration.
Thirty probably would have been too many—staff needs time to
engage and mentor. Given the time, space, staff, and materials
that we had, the fourteen who signed up could have worked.
Clear email communication processes are needed to confirm,
remind, share info.
A detailed plan would have helped for videotaping across the
project rather than one time, for repeat interviews over time,
and to show progress would enhance the record.
Everyone wanted more time each day and more days. A pilot
extending beyond one week would be desirable.
With many thanks to Kate Pascal, Delaney
Hills, to each of our student artists and their
parents, and to Arivva’s friends!
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